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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your organization has a custom entity.
You need to ensure that the custom entity is available from the interactive service hub.
Which setting for the entity should you modify?
A. Enable for knowledge management
B. Enable for interactive experience
C. Enable for mobile
D. Enable for SLA
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Level 2 of the contemporary shape of the finance function involves Strategic Business
Partnering In this context strategic partners are
A. Project managers
B. Finance professionals
C. Senior management
D. Outsourced partners
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An authorized user is conducting a penetration scan of a system for an organization. The tester
has a set of network diagrams. Source code, version numbers of applications. and other
information about the system.
Including hostnames and network addresses. Which of the following BEST describes this type
of penetration test?
A. Gray-box testing
B. Red team exercise
C. White-box testing
D. Blue team exercise

E. Black-boxtestlng
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
You open a file from a customer to make final adjustments in the type and an alert dialog
appears that the document uses fonts that are not installed on your system. Which options do
you have?
A. Highlight the text that contains the missing font and choose Type > Create Outlines. Then
using the Direct Selection tool, adjust the anchor points and paths until the type matches the
rest of the document
B. Choose Type > Find Font and substitute the missing font with one on your system or Install
missing font on your system.
C. Highlight the text that contains the missing font and choose Type > Create Outlines.
D. Highlight the text that contains the missing font and change its case by choosing Type >
Change Case > Sentence case.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://helpx.adobe.com/illustrator/using/fonts.html
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